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Jiva Spa at Rambagh Palace 

"Ultimate Spa Sanctuary"

Soothe your senses, escape from the grit of everyday life, indulge yourself

in the magic of nature here! Winner of the Best Interiors, Luxury Spa

Finders’ Award FY 2009, among others, Jiva Spa at the Rambagh Palace

hotel, gives you exactly that. You can choose from specialty treatments to

forget daily woes, therapeutic yoga to cleanse your system and

detoxifying signature treatments to experience luxurious relaxation,

depending on the kind of uplifting you need. To extend the feeling of

goodness, Jiva offers a variety of healthy but scrumptious spa cuisine.

Inspired by nature, they use only organically grown fruits, vegetables and

herbs in their meals. Make your way to Jiva Spa for the ultimate in luxury

spa treatments.

 +91 14 1221 1919  www.tajhotels.com/Jivasp

as/rambagh_jaipur_overvi

ew.html

 rambagh.jaipur@tajhotels.c

om

 Bhawani Singh Road,

Rambagh Palace, Jaipur
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Yogamrit 

"Yoga Training Center"

Yogamrit is a Yoga training center in Jaipur. It offers Yoga classes for all

age groups on a regular basis. Some of the things it focuses on are Yoga

for pregnant women, Yoga therapies, Yoga for children, Power Yoga,

Yoga for diabetes and so on. It is believed that Yoga can cure any illness

or disease provided it is carried out with a lot of dedication. The trainer

aims at spreading this awareness to one and all through his teachings.

 +91 141 338 1232  38 Civil Lines Road, Opposite C M House, Shri Rampura

Colony, Jaipur

 by Hernan Irastorza   

Vipassana Center 

"Meditation Surrounded by Hills"

The Vipassana Center is located at the outskirts of Jaipur. It is surrounded

by hills on all sides. It offers courses in meditation that is taught by Shri

S.N Goenka. There are courses available for teenagers and adults as well.

It has four centers in Rajasthan alone and has spread across the country

and also the world. It has the capacity to accommodate 200 students

comfortably. It provides rooms for stay and all rooms have attached

bathrooms. It is a quiet and a peaceful place that will make you feel away

from the world.

 +91 141 217 7446  www.dhamma.org/en/sch

edules/schthali

 info@thali.dhamma.org  Sisodiarani Baug-Galtaji

Road, Jaipur
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Yogsthali 

"Traditional Indian Yoga Studio"

One of the most popular yoga studios in Jaipur, Yogsthali has garnered

raves for its quality yoga sessions and variety of classes offered. Raj Yoga,

Gyan Yoga, Karma Yoga, Bhakti Yoga, Hath Yoga, Ashtanga Yoga are all

taught here. The teachers are professionals with many years of

experience. Besides the numerous workshops, the studio also hosts

courses in teacher training. The yoga studio ensures that whether you are

a beginner or a veteran yoga practitioner, you can find a course that suits

your needs. If you are looking to learn yoga during your stay in Jaipur, you

need to look no further than Yogsthali.

 +91 9782868567  www.yogsthali.com/  yogasthali@gmail.com  3/283 Chitrakoot Scheme,

Jaipur
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